
Market Corner
Stocks and US equity futures fell Friday while bonds extended a rally as a looming economic slowdown drove another
bout of risk aversion.
An Asian share index dropped for a third day, led lower by Japan. In Taiwan, stocks slid again and were on track to enter
a bear market. US futures shed about 1% after the worst first half for Wall Street since 1970.
The traditional havens of the dollar and the yen climbed while commodity-linked currencies were on the back foot.
India’s rupee dropped to a record low.
Treasuries added to gains -- leaving the 10-year yield below 3% -- in the wake of softer than expected US consumer
spending and inflation. The data bolstered the view that sharp Federal Reserve interest-rate hikes will spark a recession.

Traders also assessed President Xi Jinping’s speech on the 25th anniversary of Chinese rule in Hong Kong. Xi defended
his crackdown on Hong Kong’s pro-democracy movement, adding the city should focus on economic development.
Chinese equities are one of the few bright spots in global markets, following a recent rally that’s taken the CSI 300 Index
to the cusp of a bull market. Easing Covid curbs and brighter economic signs have contributed to the rebound, though
Chinese bourses posted modest losses on Friday.
Notwithstanding a possible buffer from China, investors appear increasingly convinced that the global economy will slow
markedly amid tightening monetary settings in many nations to quell runaway inflation.
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World Indices Last 1D Change

Dow Jones 30 775,43 -0,82%

S&P 500 3 785,38    -0,88%

Nasdaq 11 028,74 -1,33%

Eurostoxx 50 3 454,86    -1,69%

FTSE 100 7 169,28    -1,96%

CAC 40 5 922,86    -1,80%

DAX 12 783,77 -1,69%

SMI 10 741,21 -0,65%

Nikkei 25 935,62 -1,73%

Hang Seng 21 859,79 -0,62%

CSI 300 4 463,16    -0,49%

VIX Index 28,71         1,95%

World Bonds Last 1D Change

US 10Y 2,9612 -1,72%

EUR 10Y 1,3510 1,12%

Swiss 10Y 1,0690 -13,79%

UK 10Y 2,23 -6,54%



Crypto Corner

Bitcoin, fresh off its biggest-ever monthly decline, whipsawed traders with wild swings on Friday as digital assets
struggle to regain their footing.
The largest token rallied as much as 11.3% in Asia on Friday, briefly closing in on the $21,000 level. Bitcoin then quickly
gave up most of those gains as global equity markets sank, trading at $19,410 at 7 a.m. in London. June’s 41% drop was
the steepest in Bloomberg data going back to 2010.
Bitcoin’s gyrations underscore the uncertainty looming over cryptocurrencies as investors struggle to assess how far
central banks will go to tame rampant inflation. Adding to the confusion, major crypto players ranging from hedge fund
Three Arrows Capital to lender Celsius Network have been thrown into disarray by the market selloff, raising the prospect
of further contagion.
Bitcoin “could be vulnerable to one more ugly plunge that could have many traders fearing a fall towards the $10,000
area” if the turmoil on Wall Street continues in the third quarter, Edward Moya, senior market analyst at Oanda Corp.,
wrote in a note. The token last traded at those levels in mid-2020.
Such risks aren’t deterring El Salvador, whose President Nayib Bukele said on Twitter that the nation had again bought
the dip, this time adding 80 Bitcoins at a price of $19,000 each.
Earlier this week, Michael Saylor’s Bitcoin-backed tech firm MicroStrategy Inc. said in a filing it had purchased another
480 coins worth about $10 million at the height of the crypto swoon.
Bitcoin has been gyrating around the $20,000 mark after crashing below $18,000 on June 18. The lack of direction is
reminiscent of how the coin traded in the wake of the TerraUSD stablecoin collapse in early May, when it clung close to
$30,000 for weeks before plunging again.
QuickTake
Why Bot ‘Liquidations’ Are Adding to Crypto’s Turmoil

Crypto Market Cap: $872B 24h Vol: $75,8B Dominance: BTC: 42,6% ETH: 14,7%
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Crypto Last 1D Change

Bitcoin 19 356,00 3,34%

Ethereum 1 049,46    3,86%

https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/#dominance-percentage


Commodity Corner

Investors cut holdings in exchange-traded funds for silver, platinum and palladium in the second quarter on fears that
a potential recession will reduce industrial demand, but gold assets held up because of its role as a haven, and that
may persist.
Gold-backed ETFs shrank by just over 1% in the three months through June, or 43 tons, after an 8% surge in the first
quarter helped by Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, according to data compiled by Bloomberg. By contrast, silver holdings
contracted almost 5%, and the outflow in tonnage terms was the biggest since 2011.
The amount in gold ETFs is the lowest since March, while assets in the other three precious metals are around the
smallest since 2020.
old has held up well relative to silver and platinum. One ounce of gold now buys 90 ounces of silver, the most in almost
two years.
The resilience of gold offers yet more evidence to support its role as a component in portfolio asset allocation, in contrast
to silver, platinum and palladium, which have more industrial uses and are therefore more exposed to economic
downturns, according to Chad Hitzeman, senior business development manager at ETF Securities.

Oil headed for a third weekly drop, its longest losing run this year, on concern that a potential recession will cut into
energy demand.
West Texas Intermediate fell toward $105 a barrel after tumbling on Thursday as commodities were pummeled. The US
benchmark has shed more than 2% this week despite signs that the physical crude market remains tight.
India on Friday increased levies on exports of gasoline and diesel as part of a drive to control a fast-widening currency
deficit. The nation has become an important destination for Russian crude this year as other nations shun flows because
of the war in Ukraine. The new levies may crimp product exports.
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Precious Metals Last 1D Change

Gold 1 797,77 -0,53%

Silver 20,02       -1,28%

Platinium 898,21     0,17%

Palladium 1 914,31 -1,34%

Wolrd Commodities Last 1D Change

WTI Crude 105,17       -0,56%

Brent Crude 108,65       -0,35%

Nat Gas (HH) 5,70            5,00%

Nickel 22 651,00 -4,61%

Copper 360,25       -3,02%

Corn 744,75       0,13%

Wheat 872,50       0,43%

Soybean 1 654,00    -1,25%

Coffee 233,60       0,41%

Cotton 103,94       -0,33%

Sugar 18,50         -0,05%



FX Corner

EUR/USD has recorded a minor correction after hitting a high of 1.0489 on Thursday. The major is expected to remain on
the sidelines as investors are awaiting the release of the US ISM PMI and eurozone Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices
(HICP).

GBP/USD is nearing 1.2100, returning to bear’s radar, after a one-day absence. Brexit, politics and economic pessimism
weigh on the pound in early Europe. Doubts over ‘partygate’ investigation take rounds, Irish deputy PM accuses No10 over
NIP. UK/US PMIs eyed.

USD/JPY has witnessed a significant fall after violating the crucial support of 135.55 in the Asian session. The asset has
challenged its three-day low of 135.00 and is expected to remain in the grip of bears.

AUD/USD is tumbling towards 0.6800 amid a renewed risk-aversion wave, as investors enter H2 2022 and fret over
growing recession fears. A big beat on the Chinese Caixin Manufacturing PMI and rising bets of a 50 bps RBA rate hike fail
to inspire bulls. US ISM PMI eyed.
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World Currencies Last 1D Change

EURUSD 1,0456 -0,27%

EURCHF 0,9995 0,17%

EURGBP 0,8624 -0,17%

EURJPY 141,10 0,82%

USDCHF 0,9558 -0,07%

USDJPY 134,94 0,58%

USDCAD 1,2921 -0,37%

USDTRY 16,71 -0,06%

GBPUSD 1,2125 -0,44%

AUDUSD 0,6830 -1,06%

NZDUSD 0,6192 -0,83%



Event Corner
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